
Basic Camera Settings

USE WHEN SHOOTING

Auto Mode - “Auto”  (You can’t change any settings)

Program Mode - “P”  (You can override settings)

Aperture Priority Mode - “A”  (Control depth of field)

Shutter Speed Priority Mode - “S”  (Fast moving objects)

Scene Mode - “SCN”  (Portrait, Landscape etc.)

Flash Mode - “Lightening Bolt”  (For “Fill Flash” and “No Flash)

Exposure Adjustment - “+/-“  (To lighten or darken photos)

Metering Method  (Use mostly “Evaluative Metering”)

Spot Metering  (Faces properly exposed)

NOTE: When you change a setting, be sure to return it to default 
setting after you take the picture.

SET IT AND FORGET IT

ISO - “Auto”

White Balance - “Auto”

Image Size - “Large”

Image Quality - “Fine”



YOUR PHOTO ASSIGNMENT

#1 Take a picture in the “AUTO” mode

#2 Take a picture in the “P” mode (Program Mode)

#3 Take a picture in the “A” mode (Aperture Priority).
Set the Aperture to the lowest F-stop for minimum depth of field. 
Focus on something 4 feet away with background in the distance.

#4 Take a picture in the “A” mode (Aperture Priority).
Set the Aperture to the highest F-stop for maximum depth of field. 
Have a foreground and background.

#5 Take a picture of a fast moving object in the “P” mode

#6 Take the same picture in the “S” mode (Shutter Priority). Set the 
shutter speed to “1/1000”.

#7 Take a picture in the “P” mode of a person with a bright 
background.

#8 Take the same picture using “Fill Flash”. Using “P” mode, turn the 
flash to the “on” position.

#9 Take the same picture with the flash set to the “off” position but the 
exposure set to “+1”. Another with the exposure set to “+2”.

#10 Take a picture with a bright subject in the “P” mode.

#11 Take the same picture with the exposure set to “-1”. Another with 
the exposure set to “-2”.

#12 Take a picture of a person in the “P” mode using “Spot Metering” 
with the spot on the persons face.




